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• Fission event: 2 fragments, E∼100 MeV, A∼100
• Fast, heavy charged particles → ejection of atoms 
Not well understood
• Underlying mechanism?
• Sputtered atoms per fission event?
• Damage to the material surface?
• Competing models?
• Quality of surface (oxide layer)?
• Sputtering from "deep" fissions (∼10 µm)?
Aging of Nuclear Materials
• Reactor fuel rods • Gravitational (V = mgh): 100 neV / meter 
Experiment
• Neodymium magnets installed on chamber: B field normal and parallel to surface
• ∼200G field normal to surface: (1.92 ± 0.02) × 10 −2 fission/UCN
• ∼50G field parallel to surface: (1.94 ± 0.02) × 10 −2 fission/UCN
• No magnets: (1.90 ± 0.02) × 10 −2 fission/UCN B B
